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Abstract. It was shown during TRIZ Future 2018 conference, that a diagram 

resulting from Cause-Effect Chains Analysis (CECA) might be transformed into 

a state machine model. Although the conversion was described with a set of rules, 

no specific benefits of switching to a state machine approach were presented then. 

This paper focuses on enhancing the conversion and exploring the possibili-

ties to simplify the output model without losing its information content. It briefly 

shows relations between the state machines and the formal grammars, proposes 

regular expressions as a compressed representation of the processes producing 

target disadvantages and provides SWOT-like analysis of the behavioral state 

machine CECA model with respect to the classic structural CECA model. It also 

shows the similarity of the state machine model to hardware-software approach. 

Keywords: TRIZ, Cause-Effect Chains Analysis, state machine model, formal 

grammar, regular expression. 

1 CECA and logical model  

Cause-Effect Chains Analysis method was developed by GEN3 in 1990s for building 

causality diagrams in a systematic way [1, 2, 3]. It is intended to be used after exploring 

structure and operation of the analyzed system with other TRIZ tools, such as Function 

Analysis or Flow Analysis. The procedure starts with selecting target disadvantages 

that should be eliminated and then their preceding causes (intermediate disadvantages) 

are investigated one by one until the root causes are found, which are recognized as 

remaining beyond control. The outcome of the analysis is a set of key disadvantages 

chosen amongst the revealed causes, considered to be the most appropriate to address 

in order to eliminate the target disadvantages. 

The procedure is documented with a diagram composed of boxes with descriptions 

of disadvantages and arrows indicating the flow of causality. The linear chains of causes 

are usually connected on inputs (with common causes) or on outputs (with logical op-

erators), indicating how the contributing causes trigger the effects. Similarity between 

the structure of a CECA diagram and a combinational logical circuit using AND / OR 

gates inspired the concept we have originally presented in [4] and expanded in [5, 6] 

later on. It relies on representing the structure of a CECA diagram with a set of logical 

functions operating on root causes or intermediate disadvantages, perceived as Boolean 

variables, evaluating to 1 / 0 for an active / inactive cause, respectively.  
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Such a model allows the analysts to apply logical minimization and other techniques 

used for developing combinational logical circuits to support the selection of the key 

disadvantages. A drawback of this approach is the lack of time reference, inherited from 

the original CECA model, where the only notion of time comes from the arrows going 

from causes to effects, thus determining the sequence. In addition, the logical model 

only reflects the structure of the input diagram, ignoring the contents of the boxes, i.e. 

the specific disadvantages involved. To address these shortcomings, in [7] we have 

proposed modeling of CECA diagrams using Hierarchical Concurrent Finite State Ma-

chine paradigm [8] and the rules outlined in the next section. 

2 Building state machine CECA model  

The main assumption of the proposed state machine approach is that a CECA diagram 

describes interconnected harmful processes, i.e. sequences of operations performed 

within the system or super-system that jointly “produce” the target disadvantages. This 

seems to closely correspond with the concept of a harmful machine proposed in [9]. 

Each of these processes is modeled with a linear chain of causes and the connections 

between the chains (common causes and logical operators) indicate specific conditions, 

required for the “production” to progress. It is also assumed that the input CECA model 

is developed using the condition-action style devised in [10], i.e. it contains interleaved 

boxes representing interactions and conditions. A CECA model structured this way may 

be transformed into a state machine model, with nodes reflecting states and labelled 

edges reflecting conditional transitions, using the following guidelines [7]: 

 nodes representing actions in the input diagram are converted into respective states 

in the state machine diagram, 

 nodes representing conditions in the input diagram are converted into transitions 

with respective condition labels, positioned accordingly in locations of the incoming 

and outgoing edges of the original diagram, 

 common causes being condition nodes, connected to several succeeding nodes in the 

input diagram, are reflected in the state machine diagram as groups of edges model-

ing transitions to respective states (labelled with the same condition inherited from 

the original cause), 

 OR operators appearing in the input diagram are converted into groups of edges in 

the state machine diagram (one edge for each input), modeling alternative conditions 

required for transitions to the respective output states; in practice OR operators are 

often omitted and depicted as multiple edges, which do not need conversion, 

 AND operators appearing in the input diagram are converted into additional nodes 

and edges in the state machine diagram, modeling coincidence of conditions re-

quired for transitions to the respective output states, 

 a loopback edge is created for each of the nodes in the state machine diagram, with 

a condition complementary to conditions of all other outgoing edges of this node to 

model waiting in the same state; such a transition is default when none of the exit 

conditions are met and it is usually not shown in diagrams. 
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These instructions are illustrated in Fig. 1, together with two additional rules: 

 feedback paths (“vicious circles”) in the input diagram are converted into respective 

cyclic transitions in the state machine diagram, as for regular action-condition seg-

ments, 

 common causes being action nodes, connected to several succeeding nodes in the 

input diagram, are reflected in the state machine diagram as groups of edges model-

ing transitions to respective states (labelled with the conditions inherited from the 

corresponding target nodes). 

 

Fig. 1. Building blocks of a CECA diagram and their counterparts in a state machine model [7]: 

regular action-condition segment (a), action-condition segment with a common cause (b), 

OR operator (c) and AND operator (d). Additional building blocks: feedback connection (e) and 

branching to multiple next states with different conditions (f). Concatenation of symbols denotes 

logical AND. Loopback edges have been omitted for clarity. 

3 Simplifying state machine CECA model  

It was shown in [7] that above-mentioned conversion results in a decreased number of 

nodes in the diagram. This effect comes from changing the nodes reflecting conditions 

into edges representing conditional transitions. On the other hand, AND operators were 

also transformed into states, accordingly to the original method. It is worth noting, how-

ever, that an AND operator in a CECA diagram does not reflect any interaction and 

serve logical purposes solely, as it indicates that the output effect is triggered when all 

contributing causes are active. 

Consequently, the state inherited by the state machine model from an AND operator 

does not reflect interaction either. It is only used to represent a stage where the process 

waits for a specific combination of conditions before progressing to the next stage. 

In terms of the synchronization scheme, it may be considered as deferring the transition 

until the last input cause becomes active. Such approach to AND conversion violates 

the clear differentiation among actions (represented by states) and logical conditions 

(represented by transitions), thus introducing a deficiency of the original method. 
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A solution to this problem is depicted in Fig. 2. An AND-state may be removed from 

the model if the transitions from all the input states are reconnected to the output state 

with conditions equal to logical AND (conjunction) of the original input conditions. 

In the example the AND-state inputs are ci coming from ai and cj coming from aj while 

the output transition to ak requires ci cj condition. After simplification both transitions 

from ai and aj to ak require ci cj condition and AND-state disappears. 

 

Fig. 2. Simplifying AND operator representation: original fragment of a CECA diagram (a), state 

machine model representation proposed in [7] (b) and minimized representation without artificial 

AND-state (c).  

The basic rule for minimizing state machines indicates that two states may be unified 

(merged) if and only if their output functions are identical and their transition functions 

are compatible (identical or at least non-contradicting). Simply put, this requires that 

observed output behavior, as well as pattern of conditional transitions to the next states, 

are the same before and after the minimization. In the area of digital design this rule is 

used to decrease the number of states in order to simplify circuit construction and state 

encoding. Let us analyze if and how does this concept correspond to a state machine 

CECA model. 

Identical output functions in an abstract state machine map onto identical actions in 

a sequential CECA model, i.e. pairs of interacting objects (tools and products) and the 

operations must be identical for both the candidate states. As for the output transitions, 

there are several generic variants possible. Identical conditions are conditions referring 

to same parameters, relations and threshold values, which is a special case of equivalent 

conditions, evaluating to equal logical values in all situations – even if they are formu-

lated differently in the input model. This is illustrated with fully overlapped circles in 

Fig. 3c. Contradicting and non-overlapping conditions (Fig. 3a) never evaluate to true 

at the same time – e.g. T < 25 and T > 30. Partially overlapping conditions (Fig. 3b) 

only for some cases both evaluate to true – e.g. T > 25 and T < 30. For nesting (Fig. 3d) 

one condition is “stronger” than the other – e.g. T < 25 and T < 30, while complemen-

tary conditions (Fig. 3e) do not overlap and cover all situations – e.g. T < 25 and T ≥ 25. 

 

Fig. 3. Different combinations of conditions: contradicting / non-complementary (a), partially 

overlapping (b), equivalent / fully overlapping (c), nested (d), contradicting / complementary (e). 
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The simplest case of state merging is when the next states of both the candidates are the 

same. This situation is schematically depicted in Fig. 4.a. In such a case the states ai 

and aj are merged into a single state, while the transitions ci and cj are merged into 

a single transition with condition ci+cj describing an alternative (logical sum) of the 

conditions. If each of the merge candidates has a different next state, the states are 

merged like in the first variant described above and the conditions guarding particular 

transitions are preserved (Fig. 4.b). As can be seen, the first scenario leads to combined 

conditions, while the second scenario leads to combined sets of the next states. 

 

Fig. 4. Generic variants of state merging: for same next state (a), for different next states (b). 

Single next states are shown for simplicity; for multiple next states the rules apply respectively. 

Depending on the relation between the conditions involved, these two scenarios may 

generate several specific cases, summarized in Table 1. As stated in [7], each linear 

chain of an input CECA model is represented by a separate state machine with an initial 

state reflecting respective root cause and all such state machines operate concurrently. 

An important consequence of this approach is the possibility of simultaneous triggering 

of several next states through separate transitions labelled with the same condition. This 

extended interpretation implies, that any two states representing same interaction may 

always be merged, because their transition functions are always compatible. 

Table 1. Possible configurations of conditions and next states of the merge candidates. 

conditions identical next states  different next states 

(a)  
non-overlapping 
non-complementary 

conditional transition 
with sum of conditions 

conditional branch  
mutually exclusive 
(none, one or another next state) 

(b)  
partially overlapping 
non-complementary 

conditional transition 
with sum of conditions 

conditional branch  
exclusive or concurrent 
(none, one, another or both states) 

(c)  
fully overlapping 
non-complementary 

conditional transition 
with either of conditions 

conditional branch  
always concurrent 
(none or both next states) 

(d)  
one nested in another 
non-complementary 

conditional transition 
with “weaker” condition 

conditional branch  
exclusive or concurrent 
(none, one or both next states) 

(e)  
non-overlapping 
complementary  

unconditional transition 
(sum of conditions  
always evaluates to true) 

immediate conditional branch  
mutually exclusive, obligatory 
(one or another next state) 

To conclude this section, it should be noted that a state machine model obtained from 

a converted CECA diagram may be simplified by removing the artificial AND-states 

as well as by merging the states reflecting the same interactions in the analyzed system. 
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4 State machine model vs. formal language 

The concept of a formal language [11] comes from the field of Mathematical Linguis-

tics and refers to a language generated (defined) by a formal grammar. There are several 

categories of formal languages, with different limitations regarding the generation 

rules. The most restricted are regular languages, generated by regular grammars, 

which are recognizable by Finite State Machines (FSM). A formal grammar is defined 

by indicating: 

 set of terminal symbols (terminals), 

 set of non-terminal symbols (non-terminals), containing a designated start symbol, 

 set of productions, transforming sequences of symbols into sequences of symbols. 

Non-terminals are symbols to be replaced with sequences of symbols determined by 

productions. The generation of an expression in a target language begins with a start 

symbol and uses particular productions to convert non-terminals in the successive out-

put sequences, until the sequence contains terminal symbols solely.  

An example of a simple grammar is given below. Using productions 1 and 3 we 

obtain expression “zm” and using the productions 1, 2, 2, 3 we obtain “zoom”. As can 

be seen, this grammar defines a language containing all expressions starting with the 

“z” symbol, ending with the “m” symbol and containing zero or more “o” symbols in 

between – i.e. “zm”, “zom”, “zoom”, etc. 

terminals:    {z, o, m} 

non-terminals: {S, T}, start symbol S 

productions:  1. S  zT  2. T  oT  3. T  m 

An alternative way of defining a set of expressions sharing common morphological 

characteristics uses notation called regular expressions [11]. Such expression describes 

a template of all target expressions and it may contain some terminal symbols and some 

special symbols indicating production rules implicitly. For instance, an asterisk denotes 

that preceding symbol may appear zero or more times, so that sample grammar defined 

above is represented by the regular expression: “zo*m”. 

As stated before, a state machine may be used to recognize particular grammar, i.e. 

to check if a sequence of symbols presented at the input constitutes a valid expression 

in this grammar. This requires that some states are designated “accepting states” and 

whenever any of such states is reached, the input sequence is considered valid. In other 

words, for each regular grammar an equivalent finite state machine may be created. 

What we intend here, with regard to cause-effect analysis, is the opposite: we want 

to find a grammar or regular expression representing a given state machine CECA 

model. The target disadvantages are logical counterparts of the accept states in this case. 

And we are looking for a synthetic linguistic description of all paths existing in the 

model that lead from the root causes to the target disadvantages. Expected outcome of 

this approach is a compact specification (or a “prescription”), stating what exactly and 

in what order must happen in the analyzed system to generate all identified target dis-

advantages. 
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A definition of a state machine recognizing the sample grammar is presented below. 

It is described using the notation required by an online FSM simulator [12], with sim-

plified formatting (originally, each entry should be put on a separate line). The diagram 

automatically generated by the application from this definition is shown in Fig. 5a.  

#states     0  1  2  3 

#initial    0 

#accepting   3 

#alphabet    z  o  m 

#transitions  0:z>1  1:o>2  2:o>2  1:m>3  2:m>3 

 

Fig. 5. State machine diagrams generated by application [12]: from the explicit definition of 

the state machine (a) and from the regular expression “zo*m”, as a grammar recognizer (b). 

As can be seen, the accept state 3 may be reached from the initial state 0 through state 1 

or through states 1 and 2, reflecting various production rules defined by the grammar. 

Such an automaton only describes the transitions expected for valid expressions and the 

diagram of a complete recognizer generated by the application for the regular expres-

sion “zo*m” is shown for reference in Fig. 5b. It introduces two important changes: 

 an additional state is used for signaling invalid expressions violating the template, 

 valid expressions are detected using smaller number of states than in grammar-based 

implementation (3 instead of 4), as the state 2 recognizes 0 or more “o” symbols. 

5 Discussion  

Let us begin the discussion with summarizing the main properties of the two modelling 

approaches. The classic (structural) CECA model features: 

 three types of diagram components – boxes, logical operators and arrows, 

 boxes represent disadvantages – whatever their nature is, 

 logical operators indicate how do the causes combine to trigger the effects, 

 arrows represent causality flow and do not have any attributes. 

State machine (behavioral) CECA model features: 

 two types of diagram components – boxes and arrows, 

 boxes represent states reflecting the interactions within the system or super-system, 

 arrows represent conditional transitions between the states, indicating causality flow, 

and they are labelled with the logical conditions. 

(a) (b)
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Next, let us focus on the differences between the state machine approach and the classic 

CECA method using four perspectives of the SWOT analysis. 

Strengths: 

 states and conditional transitions represent behavior of the concurrent processes bet-

ter than a structural diagram, which looks static in comparison, 

 stages of the process and transitions between stages are clearly distinguished with 

dedicated types of diagram elements, which makes the model more comprehensible, 

 logical operators are converted into states or transitions and disappear as a separate 

type of nodes, which makes the model simpler, 

 state machine representation is more compact and therefore more expressive than 

a structural diagram with unlabeled arrows, 

 state machine approach is much more disciplined than classic CECA, which uses 

guidelines rather than strict rules, leaving a lot of space for experience and style, 

 condition-action duality is supported and enforced at the level of the state machine 

notation, while for structural diagrams it is only a modeling convention, 

 state machine model may be minimized in a systematic way, with the states and 

logical conditions processed algorithmically, 

 model correctness may be verified in a more orderly way than for structural model, 

by checking logical coherence of the conditions, 

 transitions labelled with same conditions indicate synchronization points between 

concurrent processes reflected by particular state machines in the model, 

 synthetic description of the harmful processes may be extracted from a state machine 

model in the form of a regular expression. 

Weaknesses: 

 state machine approach is more complicated and constrained than regular CECA, 

where anything considered a disadvantage may be included in the model, 

 proposed theoretical model uses several unintuitive concepts, like many states being 

current and active at the same time [7] – structural CECA modeling is easier, 

 the procedure for creating state machine CECA model from scratch has not been 

devised yet, so that for now the structural model has to be built first. 

Opportunities: 

 explicit references to transitions allows the analysts to focus on the configurations 

of conditions in time, possibly inspiring new solutions – e.g. desynchronizing events, 

 state machine approach is well known in the IT and other engineering areas, which 

increases chances of successful communications with specialists in these areas, 

 existing state machine notations and tools facilitate automatic processing of model 

descriptions (e.g. extraction of the regular expressions). 

Threats: 

 structural CECA method have been used and taught within TRIZ community for 

decades, hence the current demand for a new approach seems to be relatively low. 
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6 Example 

We will use the sample CECA diagram discussed previously in [7]. As shown in Fig. 

6, the original graph with 24 nodes and 24 edges is firstly converted into a state machine 

with 14 states and 14 transitions. Then the three AND-states are removed, as described 

in section 3, yielding 11 states and 11 transitions. Finally, the conditions are mapped 

onto single symbols for obtaining state machine description in the linguistic form: 

c1  a;     c2  b;     c3  c;     c5  d;     c7  e;     c1c6  p;     c3c4  q;     c7c8  r. 

The regular expression representing all scenarios leading to a given target disad-

vantage may be found by indicating the state reflecting this disadvantage as the accept 

state and checking the paths from all the initial states (reflecting the root causes). The 

regular expression representing all the harmful processes, obtained by aggregating the 

expressions found for all target disadvantages, reads as: “p + bp + cp + a + qe + qr + dr”. 

This representation indicates 7 different scenarios generating the target disadvantages 

after encountering 1 or 2 specific combinations of conditions within each scenario. 

 

Fig. 6. Sample CECA diagram (a) and equivalent state machine diagram (b) as described in [7]. 

The same diagram with removed AND-states introduced during conversion (c) and transformed 

into form usable for linguistic approach (d). States representing target disadvantages are anno-

tated with respective regular expressions. 

7 Summary and further work  

We have recalled the previous research on state machine CECA modeling and extended 

the results by indicating additional diagram conversion rules, as well as introducing and 

discussing two new topics: state model minimization and its linguistic representation. 

We have also compared the state machine model with the classic CECA diagram. 
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As can be seen in the example and the preceding sections, the linguistic approach 

focuses on the transitions and seems to neglect or ignore the intermediate disadvantages 

inherited from the original CECA diagram in the form of states reflecting interactions. 

This is an interesting intensification of distinguishing interactions and conditions in the 

model. To analyze it in a systematic manner, we will start with a short summary: 

 the states in the state machine CECA model reflect actions and transitions reflect 

conditions required to progress the “harmful processes”, 

 the initial states reflect root causes (they are always active, such as gravity or law) 

and terminal (accept) states reflect “final products”, i.e. target disadvantages, 

 the states model how the things are going or may be going – i.e. existing or future 

harmful interactions between the components of the system or its super-system, 

 the transitions indicate which operations, in what order and upon what conditions 

will produce particular target disadvantages. 

Using this allegory of a production process, we may continue with the following: 

 all the intermediate states jointly describe the “production means” or capabilities of 

the “factory” – which seems to fit in well with the harmful machine concept, 

 the sequences of transitions form “prescriptions” or “instructions” for using these 

capabilities to develop respective target disadvantages, 

 distinguishing capabilities (states) and instructions (transitions) looks very much like 

the hardware-software duality of the computer systems, 

 regular expressions extracted from a state machine CECA model provide compact 

and complete representation of these instructions. 

The success of the computer technology comes to a great extent from the ability to 

change the operation of the programmable hardware by changing the software solely. 

And therefore it presumably makes sense if we first focus on the “harmful program” 

controlling the behavior of the harmful machine, as it might be easier to introduce 

changes in this layer, rather than changing the machine itself. 

The traditional approach to system improvement employs elimination of the key dis-

advantages. The enhanced perception of the logical conditions and time relations seems 

to open a wider perspective. Perhaps in addition to removing something from the model 

it is possible to get rid of the target disadvantages by changing some transitions as well? 

Maybe we could desynchronize some interactions in particular harmful processes or 

change their order of appearance or implement self-blocking or cross-blocking between 

the processes?  

These questions indicate that the area for future research regarding the state machine 

approach and condition-action duality in cause-effect analysis is extensive. It would 

also be interesting to coordinate this work with other CECA-related activities [13, 14]. 
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should be credited for his linguistic support.  
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